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 Chirag's plans with the book are revealed. Himanshu who is actually Rita's husband is brutally murdered by a rogue police
inspector. Hilarity ensues when the boys find out. Bitti and Karan's relationship and Karan's death is revealed. Plot When Ritu is

driving, she gets in an accident with a truck. Rajveer and his friend Chirag help her out. Ritu sees the picture and realizes that
her husband was having an affair with another woman. Bitti (Chirag's cousin) finds out that Rajveer is having an affair with his

ex-girlfriend, Ritu and the real Ritu is Rajveer's current girlfriend. Chirag takes up Bitti's case but Bitti is oblivious. Chirag
confronts Rajveer for his affair and Bitti is confused. Rajveer admits that his girlfriend Ritu is in love with Chirag and he killed

her husband Himanshu for it. Bitti promises to forgive him and they fall in love. But later when Chirag's father Prakash
discovers that Chirag and Bitti are in love, he threatens to kill Chirag if he does not reveal the truth. Chirag calls his friend

Karan and asks him to kill Prakash. But he does not do it. Later Prakash comes to know that Chirag and Bitti are in love and that
is the reason Chirag hasn't killed Prakash. Chirag is still confused about this. Meanwhile, Himanshu's father kills him because

he found out about Himanshu and Ritu. Bitti and Chirag come to know about this and promise that they will avenge Himanshu.
But at the same time, a police officer chases Bitti and Chirag for his child hood friend Karan's murder. He kills Chirag's father.
Bitti and Chirag are arrested. Bitti gets bail and calls Chirag's parents. He tells them the truth. At the same time Chirag's father
Prakash dies in hospital. Cast Main Shaan as Rajveer Malhotra Sameera Sharma as Bitti Chaudhary Nitish Mishra as Chirag's

father Karan Sharma as 82157476af
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